AP REVIEW

Dean Guide

AP REVIEW – Dean Screens and Instructions
Although the Dean role can perform all the same functions in AP Review as the Dean Staff role, such as
uploading the dean’s recommendation letter and finalizing actions, in this guide it is assumed that Dean
Staff will complete these steps.

A. Reviewing the file
1. Dean will log into the Review system.

Suggested Web Browsers
Below is a list of recommended browsers to access AP Review. If you choose to use a browser (with an
operating system) other than the ones listed here, the site's pages may not display properly, and you may
encounter problems that OIT technical support may not be able to resolve.
Microsoft Windows — Firefox
Mac — Firefox
Point your Web browser to http://ap.uci.edu/ap-review/

On the Welcome page, click the link, “Login to AP Review”
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You will be asked to authenticate with your UCInetID and password.

2. When the Dean logs on to AP Review, he/she will see a home screen with the option to click
“Review Files.” When the Dean clicks “Review Files,” a list of Candidates under review will be
displayed.

3. Under the Status column, if it’s noted as “Final Authority Review Pending”, the Dean will need to
communicate to his/her Dean staff to “Accept for Dean Review” before the Dean can make a
recommendation. Once the Dean’s staff has accepted the file, the status will change to “Accepted
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for Final Authority Review.” When the Dean clicks a Candidate’s name, the review file detail screen
for that Candidate will open.

4. To open the bundled PDF of the review file, the Dean will select “Department” on the Select File
Type drop-down menu and then click “View.” Note: Dean may also select “Candidate” to view the
Candidate’s view of the file. The Candidate’s view would include redacted confidential documents
(if there were any), whereas, the Department’s view would include the unredacted confidential
documents.
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5. The Dean can navigate through the file by clicking document names in the Bookmarks column or in
the Table of Contents, then close the window to return to the review file detail screen.

B. Returning the file for corrections
1. If there are substantive errors in the file (e.g., a required document is missing), please notify your
staff to call/email the department and inform them what needs to be corrected or added to the
review file. The Dean staff will return the file through the file actions drop down menu.
2. After the department has made the corrections, they will resubmit the file to the Dean’s office.

C. Annotating the file
1. Annotations are minor edits to the file that do not substantially change the file (e.g. incorrect year of
sabbatical leave). If annotations are needed, please contact your staff and they will make the
appropriate changes on the file.

► Annotations should be done before the user clicks “As Proposed” or “Disagree”.
D. Dean’s review for a decision (Dean is final authority)
After the file has been accepted, the Dean will review the file for a decision on the proposed
action. If the Dean agrees, a final action letter is issued.
If the Dean is more comfortable with only reviewing the file through AP Review, he/she may
communicate their recommendation or decision to the Dean staff and they will navigate the
workflow from this point forward. It is assumed that the Dean Staff will complete these steps.
1. Dean agrees with proposed action
a. If the Dean agrees with the action exactly as proposed by the department, the user will click “As
Proposed” on the review file detail screen.
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b. The Proposed Status screen will appear. The user should check the information for accuracy
and then click “As Proposed” at the bottom of the screen to verify that the data is correct and the
file is being accepted EXACTLY as proposed. (If there are errors in the data, the user should
click “Cancel” and notify Dean Staff to edit to proposed status).

Note: Off-scale salaries will further require designation of “Tapered”, “Maintained”, or “New”:




New – going from an on-scale salary to an off-scale salary or proposing a higher off-scale salary
Tapered – reduction in off-scale (75% increment)
Maintained – continuing with same off-scale increment amount (Please refer to APP 6-13, “Salary
Administration”)

If the Department, Chair, or Dean recommends a new off-scale salary, or something other than the
100% increase, then the Vice Provost must authorize the salary, though the Dean retains authority for
the merit decision. Please have your Dean Staff email your Academic Personnel Analyst with the
candidate’s name and justification for the request for an exceptional off-scale salary. Once the Vice
Provost makes a decision on the salary and communicates it to the Dean’s office will the final action
letter be prepared.
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c. The Dean’s final action letter is created outside AP Review, converted to a PDF file, and
uploaded to the review file by the Dean or Dean Staff. The upload process is the same as for all
other file documents.

d. If the Dean uploads the final action letter, the letter will be signed automatically at that time.
e. If Dean Staff uploads the letter and does not need to have the Dean review and electronically
sign the letter through AP Review, they may notify the department of the final action letter. This
step will be handled by Dean Staff.
f.

If the Dean staff uploads the letter and chooses to notify the Dean to review and electronically
sign the letter, they Dean will be notified to sign the letter.
Below is the e-mail notification the Dean will receive:

g. The Dean’s review file detail screen will show that the letter is waiting for the Dean’s signature.
Note that either the Dean or Dean Staff can revise and replace the final action letter, if needed,
but only the Dean can sign the letter. The Dean will click “Sign” to do so.
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h. The following screen will appear, and the Dean will click “Confirm.”

i.

The review file detail screen will then show that the final action letter has been signed.

j.

After the Dean has signed the final action letter, contact your staff so they may notify the
department chair and department staff that a final decision has been made and grant access to
the final letter.

► Once the candidate has been granted access to the final action letter, they will have access to the
Chair’s Independent Letter (if one was uploaded). Department staff and department chair will also have
access, in addition to any previously submitted materials.
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The Dean’s actions on this dean delegated review file are now complete.
2. Instances where the Dean would select “Disagree”(at this stage, the recommendation should
be communicated to your staff and they will complete the appropriate steps).

a. Recommends No Change (formerly No Action) – If the Dean disagrees with the proposed dean
delegated merit, the Dean can recommend a Dean Delegated No Change or Dean Delegated
Reappointment (Assistant Professors).
b. Recommends a different off-scale salary – The Dean agrees with the proposed dean delegated
merit, but disagrees with the proposed salary from the department.
c. Recommends an acceleration – If the Dean reviews a proposed dean delegated merit and
judges that the candidate’s record warrants an acceleration, then the action becomes nondelegated and will require CAP review and approval by the Vice Provost.
3. Dean reviews file for a CAP reviewed case or reviews a proposed dean delegated merit and
recommends a higher step (Vice Provost is final authority)
If the review is for an action that is the Vice Provost’s authority, the Dean must add a letter stating his/
her recommendation on the proposed action. In the following scenario, the proposed action is a CAP
reviewed merit.
Based on the Dean’s recommendation, he/she may select to “Disagree” or “As Proposed”
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If the decision is to disagree with the Department’s recommendation, after clicking “Disagree”, the user will
enter the required data. The example below shows the user disapproving the proposed action and
entering the candidate’s current status.

If he/she selects “As Proposed”, a screen similar to the one below will appear:
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► If the Dean recommends anything other than what is exactly proposed by the Department,
please contact your staff and they will enter the Dean’s recommendation.
a. Once the Dean communicates to his/her staff his/her recommendation, the recommendation
letter must be created and converted to a PDF outside AP Review.
b. The user will upload the recommendation letter (in the same way that previous documents were
uploaded), and the review file detail screen will show that this has been done. “Replace” and
“Delete” links will now be available.

c. If the Dean uploads the recommendation letter, it will be signed automatically. If the Dean
Staff uploads the letter and chooses to have the Dean review and electronically sign the
letter, he/she will be notified to sign the letter. Below is the e-mail notification the Dean will
receive.
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d. The Dean’s review file detail screen will display a message instructing the Dean to sign the
recommendation letter. The Dean can first check the letter by clicking the link to this document
and then click “Sign.”

e. The Dean will click “Confirm” to electronically sign the letter and return to the review file detail
screen. Notify your staff so they may submit the file to the Vice Provost.

E. Dean forwards request from Vice Provost for additional information to the department
If higher levels of review recommend a different action than the one proposed by the department or
requests additional information in order to complete their review of the file, the Vice Provost will request
for additional information. The following steps should be completed by Dean staff.
1. The Dean and Dean staff will automatically receive an email notification that a request for
additional information has been issued and to provide the requested information, if appropriate,
or to provide access to the department. The following is the e-mail notification the Dean and
dean staff will receive:
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2. The review file detail screen will display a message directing the user to upload a response letter or
forward the request for additional information to the department.
To inspect the VP’s additional information letter, Select File Type “Dean” to view the PDF bundle of
the file.

If the request for additional information is for the Dean only, then the file does not have to be forwarded to
the department for a response and the Dean may enter his/her information data, response letter, and any
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supporting documents. In this example, the request for the additional information is for the department, as
well as the Dean.
The user will click “Forward addtl’ request to Dept” on the File Actions drop-down menu and then click
“Confirm.” On the subsequent screen (not shown), the user will click “Confirm” to verify that the request for
additional information is being forwarded. Note: It is assumed that Dean staff will complete these steps.

F. Dean adds a letter commenting on the department’s response to the request for additional
information
1. After the department uploads their response to the request for additional information and resubmits
the file to the Dean, the file status becomes “Dean Review additional info pending.”
The Dean’s office must again inspect the file and either accept it or return it to the department for
corrections. In this scenario, the Dean’s office is accepting the file.
2. After the file has been accepted, the user may view the departmental letter, chair’s independent
letter, supporting documents and can annotate the file if necessary (as described previously) and
then must indicate the Dean’s response.



If the Dean continues to support the action originally proposed by the department, the user
will choose “As Proposed.”
If the Dean now disagrees with the action originally proposed by the department and
accepts the Vice Provost’s recommendation, the user will choose “Disagree.”

In this scenario, the department is reiterating their original proposed action, and the Dean continues to
support it, so the user will click ‘As Proposed’. Once the data information has been chosen, the upload
link for the Dean’s response and supporting documents will appear.

► Note:

In a case where the Dean accepts the VP’s decision (and the user clicks “Disagree” to
indicate disagreement with the action originally proposed by the department), a
Recommendation Data screen will appear and will contain empty fields. The user will need to
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fill in the information for the action stated in the VP’s decision, as this is what the Dean now
recommends (see screen below for example).
3. If the Dean uploaded the letter, the signature is automatic. If the Dean Staff uploads the letter and
chooses to have the Dean review and electronically sign the letter, he/she will be notified to sign the
letter. The following is the e-mail notification the Dean will receive.

4. The review file detail screen will display a message directing the Dean to sign the letter commenting
on the department’s response to the request for additional information. The Dean should first
review the letter and then click “Sign.”
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5. The following screen will appear and the Dean will click “Confirm.”

6. The review file detail screen will show that the Dean has signed the letter, and a message will be
displayed directing the user to submit the file to the Vice Provost. Please request that your Dean
Staff submit the file to the Vice Provost.

G. Dean conveys Vice Provost’s final decision to the department
1. When the Vice Provost’s final action letter has been uploaded, the dean and dean staff will
automatically receive an email notification.
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2. When the dean logs in, the Dean’s file detail screen will display a message directing the Dean to
forward the completed file to the department. The user will select “Notify Department of Final
Action Letter” and click “Confirm.” Note: It is assumed that Dean staff will complete these steps.

3. The following notification to the department will appear, and the user can add instructions in the
message box and then click “Send.”

The Dean’s actions on the review file are now complete.

► Once the candidate has been granted access to the final action letter, they will have access to the
CAP report, Chair’s Independent Letter (if one was uploaded), and the Dean’s recommendation letter
(Dean, Department staff and department chair will also have access), in addition to previously
submitted materials.
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